
Option 1: Take either the 200 Bolhão (Lines - STCP) or 207 
Campanhã (Lines - STCP) buses at the PLANETARIUM bus stop 
next to FCUP and get off at the CARMO Bus Stop. After that, 
walk (approximately 1km for 10 minutes) to Cais da Estiva (Café 
do Cais meeting point), passing through Rua Ferreira Borges 
and Rua da Alfandega. The total estimated time for this walk is 
around 23 minutes. 

Carmo Bus Stop

HOW TO GET TO THE CONFERENCE DINNER 
You can view some suggested routes at this link (Faculdade de Ciências da Universidade do Porto a 

Cais da Estiva, Porto - Google Maps)

(BUS INFORMATION: If you take a bus, you can purchase the ticket inside the bus for €2.50. Alternatively, you 
can use the Andante ticket with at least one Z2 trip)

https://www.stcp.pt/en/travel/lines/?linha=200
https://www.stcp.pt/en/travel/lines/?linha=207
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Faculdade+de+Ci%C3%AAncias+da+Universidade+do+Porto,+Rua+do+Campo+Alegre+1021+1055,+4169-007+Porto/Cais+da+Estiva,+Porto/@41.1465322,-8.6440126,14z/am=t/data=!3m1!4b1!4m15!4m14!1m5!1m1!1s0xd24650cf885bb99:0x4ec79b6823f7fb47!2m2!1d-8.6365992!2d41.1517271!1m5!1m1!1s0xd2464e05d42aa39:0xa309b2b4f11e42b6!2m2!1d-8.6141388!2d41.1402908!3e3!5i1?entry=ttu
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Faculdade+de+Ci%C3%AAncias+da+Universidade+do+Porto,+Rua+do+Campo+Alegre+1021+1055,+4169-007+Porto/Cais+da+Estiva,+Porto/@41.1465322,-8.6440126,14z/am=t/data=!3m1!4b1!4m15!4m14!1m5!1m1!1s0xd24650cf885bb99:0x4ec79b6823f7fb47!2m2!1d-8.6365992!2d41.1517271!1m5!1m1!1s0xd2464e05d42aa39:0xa309b2b4f11e42b6!2m2!1d-8.6141388!2d41.1402908!3e3!5i1?entry=ttu


Option 2: Take the 403 Campanhã (Lines - STCP) bus 
at the JUNTA MASSARELOS stop (next to the Capa 
Negra II restaurant) and get off at the RIBEIRA 
(INFANTE) bus stop. Then, walk approximately 190 m, 
which should take around 3 minutes, to reach Cais da 
Estiva (Café do Cais meeting point). The total 
estimated time for this walk is around 21 minutes. 
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https://www.stcp.pt/en/travel/lines/?linha=403


Option 3: Take the 500 Praça Liberdade 
(Lines - STCP) bus at the BICALHO stop 
(please refer to the map for directions 
to this bus stop) and get off at the 
RIBEIRA (INFANTE) bus stop. Then, walk 
approximately 190 m, which should 
take around 3 minutes, to reach Cais da 
Estiva (Café do Cais meeting point). The 
total estimated time for this walk is 
around 23 minutes. 
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https://www.stcp.pt/en/travel/lines/?linha=500


Option 4. Alternatively, you can walk along the river to the Cais da Estiva (distance 3 km, duration 37 minutes)
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